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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Possible  obtaining  a  circular  cross-section  of  the  lighting  fixture  (together  with  the  LUK  cover).  Smooth  walls
ensure modern aesthetics. Possible systemic suspension of the extrusion (KLUŚ accessories).

Possible obtaining a circular cross-section of the lighting fixture
(together with the LUK cover)
Smooth walls ensure modern aesthetics
Possible systemic suspension of the profile (KLUŚ accessories).
ETL listed and approved for installation in all closet storage areas
when factory built by KLUS as fixtures with 4.5w/ft or less.

FINISH :
Silver anodized     
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Application

- for use in interior architecture in many configurations
- thanks to the small lock, the profile can be conveniently used for constructing suspended long linear lighting
fixtures
- for the construction of polygonal fittings

Assembly

- with various suspension systems compatible with the PUSZ system or the UCHO ZM hanger

Additional information

- possible use of electricity conductive end caps

 Turn off LED lights during peak day light hours in outdoor applications to avoid excessive heat buildup which
will result in diminished LED life.
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AVAILABLE LENGTHS

Ref. nr. surface finish available lengths

B8505ANODA_1 Silver anodized 39.4"

B8505ANODA_2 Silver anodized 78.75"

TECHNICAL DRAWING
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RELATED PRODUCTS

COVERS

HS Cover clear
Ref: 1370

HS Cover frosted
Ref: 1369

LIGER Cover frosted
Ref: 17031

PDS-LUK Cover
Ref: 17076

LIGER black Cover
Ref: 17040

END CAPS

Electricity
conductive OLEK-
LUK End cap
Ref: 42620

Electricity
conductive OLEK
End cap
Ref: 42619

OLEK End cap
Ref: 24203

OLEK-LUK End
cap
Ref: 24204

ACCESSORIES

ZM EYE UCHO
Hanger
Ref: 42512

MW Base 11x5
Ref: 00035

MW Base 11x5
LED
Ref: 00036

DP-ZO-PDS-O
Fastener
Ref: 00650
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DP-ZZ-PDS-O
Fastener
Ref: 00655

PUSZ-LIN-ZM
Fastener
Ref: 42256

PUSZ-PRET-ZM
Fastener
Ref: 42250

ZM-120
Connector
Ref: 42728

ZM-135
Connector
Ref: 42720

ZM-180
Connector
Ref: 42717

ZM-90 Connector
Ref: 42716

ZM-PION-135
Connector
Ref: 42719

ZM-PION-90
Connector
Ref: 42718

8,8x1,2 Gland
Ref: 00802
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